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Abstract
Cellular membraneless organelles are thought
to be droplets formed within the two-phase re-
gion corresponding to proteinaceous systems
endowed with the liquid-liquid transition. How-
ever, their metastability requires an additional
constraint—they arise in a certain region of
density and temperature between the spinodal
and binodal lines. Here, we consider the well-
studied van der Waals fluid as a test model to
work out criteria to determine the location of the
spinodal line for situations in which the equa-
tion of state is not known. Our molecular dy-
namics studies indicate that this task can be
accomplished by considering the specific heat,
the surface tension and characteristics of the
molecular clusters, such as the number of com-
ponent chains and radius of gyration.
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Fig. 1: Simple Lennard-Jones fluids
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Ubond (r ) = kb(r − σ)2 (2)

▶ Simulation machine: LAMMPS
▶ System size: 4000 particles or 200 X 20-

bead chains
▶ Cutoff=6.85σ, simulation time = 5000τ
▶ kb = 75000(ϵ/σ2)
▶ Canonical ensemble
▶ Nose-Hoover thermostat
▶ Home-made codes used for all analyses

Coexistence curves
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Fig. 2: Coexistence curves. (A) Monatomic parti-
cles: open black and solid red circles extracted from
Stephan et al. (2019)[2]. (B) 20-bead chains: bin-
odal data taken from Silmore et al. (2017)[3].

Phase separation at different densities

Fig. 3: T ∗ = 1.1. ρ∗ = 0.01, 0.11, 0.35, 0.58 and 0.80 for A, B, C, D, and E, correspondingly.

Binodal, spinodal finding

Fig. 4: Obtaining ρL. System is divided into cubes of
which size is 2σ and number of particles inside the
cubes are coundted. P0 is probability of emty cubes.

Fig. 5: ρV , ρsL, and ρL are obtained by cluster size
analysis (upper panel)and Rg analysis bottom panel.

Fig. 6: ρsL and ρL are obtained by surface tension
analysis (upper panel). Spinodal line is obtained by
constant volume specific heat (bottom panel).

Conclusions
In principle, a precise determination of both the
binodal and spinodal line requires procedures
of finite-size scaling. Our purpose here, how-
ever, was to determine quantities to accomplish
the task of determining the region in which the
metastable droplets could be studied theoreti-
cally. We proposed the techniques for deter-
mining the binodal and spinodal line positions
for fluids of complex composition.
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